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Small and compact spaces achieve a certain lightness
and “smallness” that large-scale architecture obviously
cannot achieve. The contention for my thesis is to explicitly study the obsession with the large in Kuwait and
reasons for it, which might include climate, expanses of
land, and rapid oil industry development. By doing so,
a new typology for small spaces can be introduced in
Kuwait City and integrated into Al Sawaber Residential
community, the site, by expanding on certain elements
unique to the foreign labor communities and formally
creating spaces for that community, since they tend to
live with so little (space, luxuries, etc).

6

Why is architecture so large in Kuwait? It is because
we give importance to the square footage of our plots
in order to maximize space, rather than taking advantage of land to design community and public spaces.
To give a rough estimate, a plot of 4305 square feet,
which seems to be the magic number that has mysteriously become the smallest possible plot that a Kuwaiti
family “has” to live in without suffocating, is now worth
amounts in-line with much larger Hollywood Mansions,
while sadly the comparison with Hollywood ends right
there. The specificity of the 4305 square feet implies that
all families are of similar sizes, which is clearly not the
case. When it comes to residences, for example, when
a house is designed with separate bedrooms for each
child in the family, the child grows up in an environment
of self-ownership versus sharing. Small, therefore, signifies community and sharing; furthermore, being more
environmentally and economically friendly.
Size, however, signifies power, development, and
wealth; as described in Chattopadhyay’s text, Flows

and Bumpy Roads, where she places the advertisement

regarding scale and the argument that many have with
“bigger is better.” The advertisement encourages people
to move to this new South City, with its 4 highest towers
in Eastern India, India’s largest shopping mall, and more.
Contrary to many Kuwaiti’s beliefs, large plot areas,
malls, and houses are not the sole factor to happy living.
Proximity to work and family, public amenities, security,
and quality of spaces are some of the many factors for
comfort and satisfaction with one’s home. This area
requirement creates a false notion of need for space that
translates into repetitive box typologies in our sprawling
city today, ignoring any consideration for spatial experience. While large spaces are currently the norm in Kuwait, small spaces, although tighter and more compact,
can achieve more. By introducing a new scale, new
typologies can be explored, minimizing the use of materials and energy, recycling, and integrating transport and
habitation.
The proposal is for a new typology and model for
smaller public spaces, geared towards the migrant labor
communities. Scale needs to be re-evaluated in Kuwaiti
culture, and the human scale needs to be reintroduced
in the city. There are many ways in which this small scale
typology can be deployed, via strip linear paths, network
connections, small hubs... Al Sawaber is the optimal site
due to its historic fabric within the city, its transition from
the hands of Kuwaitis to migrant labor communities, and
a transition of scale; where, the complex was designed
for families, it is currently occupied almost entirely by
bachelors. The scale has shifted, but the architecture
remains the same.

7

FIG 1. Migrant labor workers create informal community spaces throughout their living quarters in Kuwait City and inhabit shared spaces with
shared amenities.
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FIG 2. The map above places Kuwait in the world context, and shows how small the country is compared
to other countries nearby and around the world. Kuwait is also a city state, with Kuwait City being the capital
and the main city in the country.
FIG 3. The overlay of two maps to the left compares Kuwait to The State of New York, giving context to its
size and land. Kuwait is approximately the size of The State of New Jersey.

why kuwait city?
fig.2 leftThe effect of the growth of the ‘neighbourhood unit’ on the urban footprint of Kuwait, pre-1950–2012
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FIG
4. Kuwait masterplan development. Due to lack   
of local
expertise
at the time, and
for political and other



reasons,
the British firm
Spencely and Mac 
Minoprio,
 
  
farlane
was commissioned
to draw the first 
lines from


 


which
modern Kuwait extends
today. In 1952,
the first


 

master
plan was completed
for Kuwait
with a vision to




transform a state with its 150,000 inhabitants to “the


 
best
planned
and
most socially progressive city in the
     
Middle East.” It was not based on a thorough under    

standing of climate, culture and people; rather it was
an experimentation process in a tabula rasa desert:
Kuwait City outside the old city walls. Both New Town
planning principles and Ebenezer Howard’s Garden
City movement were employed in the planning of
Kuwait, on the principle of self-sufficient, low-density
proposed neighborhood in heart of the city
neighbourhoods or “neighborhood units” separated by
a radial ring road network expanding beyond the old
city, and resulting in the car being the principal mode
of transportation.
current urbanized area of kuwait

Colin Buchanan and Partners and Kuwaiti Engineering Group, Third Kuwait Master Plan Review.
Sharifa Alshalfan, The right to housing in Kuwait: An urban injustice in a socially just system

development constraint areas -oil/water fields and military sites

9

Kuwait was one of the first cities in the Arabian Gulf to
experience the material effects of petroleum exploration.
With the exportation of oil in 1946, it underwent massive
infrastructure development in the name of modernization, spurring a large-scale labor importation across skill
levels, necessitated by the inability of the national population to meet the labor demands of the new city. This
massive influx of foreign labor transformed the composition of cities throughout the Gulf region from a mostly
Arab Muslim community to one that is nationally, ethnically and religiously diverse. During the 1960s and
1970s most of the skilled and unskilled labor originated
from neighboring Middle Eastern countries; recently
however, there has been an increase in labor from South
and Southeast Asia.
10

For political, social, economic and nation-building
reasons (especially after the departure of British influence in the region, Kuwait, along with many other gulf
states, constructed and maintained nationalist migration and planning policies that, while welcoming their
labor, explicitly excluded expatriates from citizenship and
political participation. As outlined by Shadid, Spaan and
Speckman (Shadid, Span and Speckman 1992), four
labor migration policies were common to the Arab Gulf
States. The first policy, is the preservation of the existing
political structure and dominant position of the national
population by enforcing strict citizenship and naturalization laws. The second policy involves strict laws and
regulations pertaining to the entry and employment of
foreigners. Entry by foreigners for employment purposes
requires an application to be made by the future employer (Kafeel) of the migrant for which residence (iqama)
and work permits must be issued by the Ministries of

the Interior and Labor & Social Affairs. The third policy
is the minimization and rotation of the migrant workforce. In response to concerns about its dependency on
foreign labor in crucial economic sectors and the possible negative impacts of the national cultural heritage and
political security, the Gulf governments have expressed
the need to restrict migration labor. The fourth policy is
the preference for Arab migrants and ‘Arabization/localization’ policies. Despite this government policy, employers have continued to hire their preferred Asian employees because they find them ‘cheaper, more obedient,
more suitable for heavy work and less liable to become
a political nuisance.’
In 1952 a master plan was produced by the British firm
Minoporio, Spencely and Macfarlane. The Plan’s objectives were the creation of a ‘beautiful’ and ‘dignified’
town center, provision of a modern road system, commercial and industrial zoning, residential zoning, selection of sites for public parks and open spaces, planting
of trees along principle boulevards and important junctions (Al-Mosully 1992). The plan consisted of concentric
ring roads that paralleled the old town’s wall and these
were intersected by radial roads extending through the
gates and beyond the city wall. These intersections
outlined self-supporting residential areas outside the wall
consisting of single-family detached housing and associated programs such as open space, schools, mosques
and co-operative markets.
The plan produced significant changes in both the built
environment and the everyday life of most Kuwaitis. It
encouraged decentralization and sprawl, introducing
automobile dependency that rendered pedestrianism

inadequate with the wide-spread distance of the
planned zones. The new single-family detached housing
changed the Kuwaiti family’s living tradition from that of
an extended family to a nuclear one. Yet despite the
significant changes it proposed, the Master Plan saw no
major opposition - it came at a time when there was a
welcome rejection of the poverty striken past in favor of
post-oil modernization, and all Kuwaiti citizens
were generously compensated for their soon to be
razed inner-city homes as they made the transitions to
newly built subdivisions. These newly built subdivisions
were an integral part of Abdulla Al-Salem’s nation-building project (Sadiq 1996). Under the welfare system set
up by the Sheikh, every Kuwaiti citizen was entitled to
low cost housing as a citizenship right (Ibid 1996). The
implementation of the first housing plan of 1951, which
created new, fully equipped and serviced neighborhoods on the outskirts of the old town, brought the
institutionalization of the ‘Kuwaiti standard’ for housing,
propagation of the people’s dependency on the nation
for housing needs, and most critically, the residential
segregation between Kuwaitis and non-Kuwaitis.

cheaper housing - congested living situations proliferated, unhealthy and unsanitary living conditions arose especially in bachelor housing5 - as workers often took
turns sleeping on the same bed rotating according to
work schedule. Thus, the chance to leave this space of
so-called ‘rest’ for public space is a welcome one (AlMoosa 1985).

The new neighborhoods of the 1950s were - and are intended exclusively for Kuwaitis. This was further enforced by prohibiting rental units. As non-Kuwaitis may
not own land or property, the exclusion of rental units
meant the exclusion of non-Kuwaitis resulting in extreme
residential segregation (Ibid 1996).4 Non-Kuwaiti housing is provided through the unregulated yet constrained
private market, meaning that speculative rents are barely
affordable and migrant worker housing barely habitable.
Due to escalating rents, especially in the 1970s and
1980s, expatriate families were forced to leave and find

The imposition of the Western modern ideal of public
space never followed its purpose in the Kuwaiti context
as it was incommensurable with its nature and culture.
It was and still is not the ‘norm’ for Kuwaiti women or
Kuwaiti men to linger in open outdoor public space (unless surrounded by commercial establishments). The
weather does not help - with temperature’s averaging in
the high forty degrees Celsius, being outside in Kuwait is
difficult even for the most dedicated flaneur.

Public space, particularly that which is designated as
such in city master plans i.e., physically open “accessible” space, parks, squares, etc., is rooted in an idealized, western understanding with Aristotelian roots,
promulgated by the prevailing modern city planning
principles as a space to serve leisure and rejuvenation
purposes for civil society, one that supposedly allows for
the simultaneity of multiplicity and plurality to occur. The
aforementioned British planners of Kuwait included such
public space - what Teresa Caldeira calls the “modern
ideal of public space” - in Kuwait’s master plan; city
space is conceived of as open space to be used and
enjoyed by everyone, as most famously seen in Baron
Haussmann’s Paris (Caldeira 2000).
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These cultural and environmental conditions mean that
most Kuwaitis and affluent expatriates ignore officially
designated “public” space for the socially and climatically controlled spaces of malls and corporate plazas,
open spaces cum “public” space which allow for marketable designedand- contrived diversity as opposed
to uncontrolled social interaction that might hinder
exchange value. Most Kuwaiti’s and professional expatriates roam the air-conditioned interiors or exteriors
of consumerist paradises to get a whiff of ‘publicness.’
What then has become of the officially public spaces
laid out by planners a generation ago? Duwwar El-Sheriton, or the Sheraton Rotary, is one of the most active
and congested parts of Kuwait’s downtown, surrounded
by hotels, office complexes and small street front stores
that range from travel agents to shewirma (Arab sandwich) joints. In its vicinity are the only two churches
in Kuwait city. All of these different building types surround a large landscaped traffi c rotary, a “public space”
in the western sense which most Kuwaiti use to drive
around.
On Fridays and Sundays, this area is famously transformed into a gathering place for migrant workers, from
the Filipina domestic worker to the Indian tailor, depending on the migrant worker’s religious affiliation and assigned day-off. Spurred on by its location near churches
and a major bus hub, this space transforms from an
empty desolate island surrounded by automobiles – one
abandoned or ignored by most Kuwaitis - to one thriving with a multiplicity of bodies, in terms of nationality,
ethnicity, race, religion and gender, however, not class.
Indeed, this is arguably the only space and time in which
Kuwait city experiences the simulteneaity of multiple

publics that run the gamut of the social spectrum.
It is, in many ways, a perfectly ironic legacy of the planning and labor policies of nation- and city-building in
Kuwait. Public space, as conceived in the west, never
really fulfilled its idealistic mission due to natural and
cultural disparities. Yet the most powerful legacy of this
era, a highly segregated dual city produced by the mix
of labor and housing policy, created a need for space
by a different “public,” a group of workers formally left
outside the bounds of citizenship and the possibility
of being Kuwaiti. The divide between nationals, who
are privileged members of society, and non-nationals,
who are ”lucky” to be there, shows itself most starkly
on those days in which those left outside congregate in
a public open space at the physical center of the city,
blurring the strategically constructed duality of the city
as one prong penetrates the other, subverting the social
engineering of a modernizing Kuwait.
Excerpt from Alissa, Reem, Modernizing Kuwait: Nation-building and
Unplanned Spatial Practices (California, Berkely Planning Journal, 2009)
p.87-90, http://escholarship.org/ucitem/1rs0x68j#page-2
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FIG 5. The Kuwait Towers are a group of three slender towers in Kuwait City, standing on an island protruding into the Persian Gulf. They were officially inaugurated in
March 1979 and are rated as a landmark and symbol of modern Kuwait. The Kuwait Towers were designed by Danish architect Rosales Cass as part of a water distribution project run by the Swedish engineering company VBB. Chief architect of the company Sune Lindström erected five groups of his typical “mushroom” water towers, the
Kuwait Water Towers, but the Amir of Kuwait, Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmed, wanted a more attractive design for the sixth site. Out of ten different designs, three were presented
to the Amir, who chose the design built.
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FIG 6. In 1965, the government of Kuwait commissioned the Swedish engineering company of VBB (since 1997 Sweco) to develop and implement a plan for a modern
water-supply system for Kuwait City and its suburbs. The company built five groups of altogether thirty-one water towers, designed by its chief architect Sune Lindström,
called “the mushroom towers”. They were built by VBB out of standard reinforced concrete and of prestressed concrete. Each tower holds 3,000 cubic meters of water.
The tower groups are distinguished by number, height, color and ornamentation and they serve as landmarks for the specific districts and areas of the city where they are
located.
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FIG 7. The Jahra Gate site, otherwise known as the ‘Sheraton Roundabout’, was given a new look after renovation and improvement works have concluded. The works
included creating pathways as well as plantation of palm trees, flowers and other plants. The Sheraton or ‘Jahra’ roundabout is considered a main gate to Kuwait City for
people coming from different directions.
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FIG 8. The site is located at the beginning of several roads that are under renovation as part of mega developmental projects. The Jahra Gate is one of five gates of Kuwait’s Third Wall, which Kuwaitis built in 1920. The wall was demolished in
1957 to make room for Kuwait City expansion and development projects.
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FIG 9. The Jahra Gate site, as diagrammed by Luluwa Alhabashi and Ali Alyousifi during the BNN Workshop for zoning and context. The diagram above shows the
Jahra Gate site in context as a gateway to one of the main streets in the city and all the large scale projects compared to the history of Kuwait’s architecture.
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FIG 10. The Jahra Gate site, as diagrammed by Luluwa Alhabashi and Ali Alyousifi during the BNN Workshop for zoning and context.
The diagram above shows vehicular vs pedestrian traffic and circulation on the site.
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FIG 11. The Avenues Mall, shown above, is the largest mall in Kuwait, and still undergoing expansions. The mall is so large it is able to create its own cities within. The
image above is Grand Avenue, which is inspired by the Champs-Elysees in Paris. Other districts include Soku, a spin off NYC’s hip soho district, as well as a complete
gold market, traiditional souk, and a high end shopping area.
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FIG 12. The Avenues Mall masterplan was created by OMA, and as you may have noticed, the whole mall is equivalent to
multiple city blocks that you can see surrounding the site.
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FIG 13. The panorama above is of Al Safat Square in Kuwait City. As you can see, due to the large scale of the site, the square does not provide any intimate and specific spaces for
missing in this image, however, is an audience, the user, people. The space seems to be created for the city, and not its inhabitants. Yes, it’s an open public space, yet it does not achieve an

23

programsor interactions to occur. Also, issues of materiality, orientation, shading, etc play a major role in the success or failure of this monumental public space. What is most noticabely
atmosphere similar to what most open and public spaces aim to achieve.
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“Very small buildings have a special
appeal, and the constraints of space
and cost can actually liberate the
imagination.”
-Ruth Slavid, on Micro: Very Small Buildings
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FIG 14. The diagrams above show Theorems of Bigness from Rem Koolhaas, Bigness and the Problem of Large, interpreted, understood, and diagrammed, along with anti-theorem
conditions (bottom row) showing the opposite, with small spaces rather than big, and in contrast to the theorems of bigness explored (top row).
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FIG 15. The diagrams above show one scenario where a large space can be altered and changed into a smaller space. This
way of shifting the scale is a result of a literal scaling down by using or having less. The transition from large scale architecture
to a smaller scale engages the senses, creates a sense of community, and relates the built environment back to the human
scale.
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FIG 16. The diagrams above show how a large scale space can be scaled down without a shift in actual
size. The scenario above breaks down the interior space into multiple spaces, inspired by stone and wood
patterns, and can be read in different scales from a floor pattern to a floor plan with different rooms. The
colors indicate differences in program, privacy, transparency, etc.
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FIG 17. The drawings to the left are explorations on different ways to scale down a large space (a cube, in this
case). There are multiple ways to break up the space in
both plan and section that create multiple dimensions
to the built environment, making smaller spaces with
different programs, privacy levels, and areas instead of
a single large space.
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FIG 18. The time/space diagram above records hours
(in this case at The Avenues Shopping Complex)
against the spaces that are occupied and in use during
those hours. In this case, there is a lot of wasted space
that is empty and unoccupied during non-business
hours.
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FIG 19. The time/space diagram above records hours
against the spaces that are occupied and in use during
those hours. In this case, there is limitedwasted space
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hours as the spaces are small enough to not be
wasteful when not in use, as well as creating other
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FIG 20. Why small? The diagram above explores the different elements engaged in small architecture. Compact spaces engage the sense, they are spaces that are dedicated to usually one program, and often but not always they force and encourage interactions between users due to their inherent human scale. They break the boundaries that big architecture poses,
and scale down the built environment to a level comprehensible by the public. Different elements such as materials, minute
details, are important in small scale architecture and further engage the human senses at a human scale. Compact architecture isn’t necessarily defined by a specific square footage, but is simply really small architecture that either serves a single
function, or does something more complex in a surprisingly small space. The role of the body is essential to understand the
spatial formation. “Our bodies and movements are in constant interaction with the environment, the world, and they self inform
and redefine each other constantly.”( Juhani Pallasmaa, 27)
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FIG 21. The diagrams above explore how one of the programs proposed in the project, a theater, can engage more
senses by being small as opposed to a typical theater that usually only engages the sight and sound. The proposed
theater engages the senses of touch and smell by being more compact, thus enabling the audience to immediately
interact with the actors, show, or performances.
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FIG 22. The diagrams above compare a typical big box grocery shopping store experience to a smaller version of a
marketplace. In a marketplace, as opposed to a grocery store, the user gets to engage with his/her senses and see,
taste, touch, hear, and smell the food, the process of making it, and the local goods being sold and displayed in the
market. Marketplaces also encourage local food and merchandise to be sold and goods to be exchanged locally to
celebrate different cultures and talents.
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FIG 23. The diagrams above are different versions of a culinary workshop. While the one on the left engages as many
senses as the one on the right due to the nature of the program itself, the larger scale workshop creates distance between the instructor and the students, making the experience less personal, especially for those who are farthest away
from the front. While on the right, the whole class can work together as a community around a single instructor who is
able to communicate equally with the audience.
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FIG 24. Al Mubarakiya Souks, the traditional market in the heart of Kuwait City, is one of the prime examples of compact and small
spaces creating a sense of community in Kiuwaiti society. The tight alleys, walkways, and winding streets result in intimate conditions
where people are encouraged to interact, such as in the image above.
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FIG 25. The diagrams above are depictions of the image in FIG 22. The cafe in the souk, due to its small size and compact location, has placed the seating orientation
facing each other, making an immediate sense of community when people sit across from each other and engage in conversations over a drink. There is space in the
center for circulation through the souk, further enforcing the idea of a single community things are interconnected and flow together in a compact and tight condition.
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active sand sheet
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moderately suitable
marginally suitable
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permanently unsuitable

FIG 26. Mapping different elements in Kuwait that could possibly affect design features of the project (top left: vegetation, top right: sand movement and wind analysis, bottom left: land
geology, bottom right: land suitability for agriculture in Kuwait) along with climate and environmental analysis.
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FIG 27. These maps overlay historic data from the 1970s to current data in Kuwait City. Top left: demographics living in both communal housing and private housing, bottom left: documenting open spaces and greenery in the city, top right: zoning regulations when it comes to building heights and how the taller buildings align with the Green Belt Park as a border and
boundary between the city and the suburbs, bottom right: public transportation systems as they integrate within the city as well as street networks and planning.
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FIG 28. Mapping large scale projects in Kuwait City in context, comparison to typical residential areas and blocks. Some of the projects mapped include Kuwait International Airport, The Avenues Mall, 360 Mall, Marina Mall, Sahara Country Club, and more, including the site, Al Sawaber Residential Complex.
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FIG 29. Using some of the theorems of bigness to diagram and study the Avenues
Shopping Complex in Kuwait.
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FIG 30. Program map highlighting the site and the different programs and areas around it,
ranging from retail to governmental offices.
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FIG 31. Orienting the site (Al Sawaber) within the city and mapping the empty land plots surrounding the project; Mapping the main streets and roads
around the project and the circulation surrounding the site, axis running through the project; Studying the project and E-W axis linearity of the site and mapping the “main” entrances to the site that could be further developed and integrated within the project.
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FIG 32. The maps on the left are figure ground drawings of the site, the top one focusing more on the empty space, roads, and open plazas, vs the built
environment and architecture; while, the bottom map is a simple contrast between the streets and the buildings, with some emphasis on the shadows that
some of the tall buildings shed on the city and its fabric. The map above is an overlay of the city’s geometries and how they could possibly affect the site and
connect it to other sites in the immediate area.
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FIG 33. Mapping multiple city arrangements, starting with CITY AS NUCLEUS - with the city at the center, many issues arise such as traffic, hierarchies of space and
form, problems with regards to supply and demand, segregation, and more. Then we have CITY AS STATE - the city is a whole state and creates issues such as traffic
and congestions within the city itself, defined borders, no hierarchy, and limits growth. CITY CONNECTED TO OTHER CITIES - when the city is connected to other cities,
it creates many cities of equal size and amenities that provide citizen needs, not a lot of traffic between the cities as they are almost similar and supply the same things, no
limit to expanding growth, and no disparity in hierarchy.
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FIG 34. Diagrams starting to break apart a specific form, a square
or cube, into multiple forms.The scale is the same, and the form
remains the same with the only difference being the amount and
size of spaces.
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The proposed site, Al Sawaber, was designed by Canadian architect Arthur Erickson in 1977 and is a major failure as an approach to social housing for local Kuwaities.
Although the government downsized many of the original features of the design, which led to abandonment by
the middle and higher class, many of the labor force still
reside in this community. Despite being run-down, news
that the project was being demolished sparked a series
of controversies including #savealsawaber, since the
project is a part of Kuwait’s history.
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My proposal is looking into the obsession with the big
in Kuwait, which some might say is a result of the rapid
oil industry developments, hot climate, and expanse of
desert. Many buildings have lost their sense of scale;
and, there are negative environmental, economic, and
other impacts to large scale architecture. Despite their
humble living conditions, migrant workers manage to live
together harmoniously in small and compact spaces. A
community of invisible workers whose energy goes into
building infrastructure, towers, the glimmering skyline,
and luxurious houses.
Al Sawaber is the optimal site due to its historic fabric
within the city, and its transition from the hands of Kuwaitis to migrant labor and mostly Asian communities.
There is also a transition of scale, where the complex
was designed for families, it is currently occupied almost
entirely by bachelors. The scale has shifted, but the
architecture remains the same.
Small spaces, to me, achieve an aesthetic that present themselves as dedicated. They are spaces that are
dedicated to usually one program, and often but not

always they force interactions between users due to
their inherent human scale. They break the boundaries
that big architecture poses, and poses, and scale down
the built environment to a level comprehensible by the
public.
Different elements such as materials, minute details,
are important in small scale architecture. These spaces
address environmental concerns of not damaging the
surrounding area, but rather blending in or positively
impacting/changing the topography and typology of
the existing site. Compact architecture isn’t necessarily
defined by a specific square footage, but is simply really
small architecture that either serves a single function, or
does something more complex in a surprisingly small
space.
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FIG 35. The image above is an atmospherical collage that re-imagines the existing Sawaber Residential Complex under different circumstances, including shading devices,
water elements, and public space.
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FIG 36. The plans overlay above are diagramming the scale contrast between the site, Al Sawaber, and the largest shopping mall in Kuwait, The Avenues Shopping Center.
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savealsawaber
FIG 37. The images above are of the proposed site, Al Sawaber, which was designed by Canadian architect Arthur Erickson in 1977 and is a major failure as an approach
to social housing for local Kuwaities. Although the government downsized many of the original features of the design, which led to abandonment by the middle and higher
class, many of the labor force still reside in this community. Despite being run-down, news that the project was being demolished sparked a series of controversies including
#savealsawaber, since the project is a part of Kuwait’s history.
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FIG 38. Rendered view from Arthur Erickson Architects, this view is part of the original design of the project looking into
the main public space that is shaded by the stepped dwelling units.
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FIG 39. Aerial model view from Arthur Erickson Architects, this masterplan is part of the original design of the project and
shows the dwelling units surrounding the main public garden.
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FIG 40. Reimagined section, done to better explore and understand the site dynamics, through the project’s public space as described in Erickson’s description of the project. Above is
the garden area, with shaded “arbor walk,” a water feature, and a school with an accessible and green rooftop that connects back to the garden and main public plaza.
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FIG 41. Reimagined section through the project’s main lobby space, the stacked dwelling units, and transition from the street to the arbor walk, as described
in Erickson’s description of the project.
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FIG 42. Al Sawaber is the optimal site due to its historic fabric within the city, and its transition from the hands of
Kuwaitis to migrant labor and mostly Asian communities. There is also a transition of scale, where the complex was
designed for families, it is currently occupied almost entirely by bachelors. The scale has shifted, but the architecture
remains the same.
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FIG 43. There are many Indian families living in a shared apartment which means two
families together will buy a two bedroom flat for rent. This is more economical except
for top managers and other such professionals. Bachelor can share a room/apartment
with other 3-4 bachelors for a monthly rent of 25-35 KD per person. There are many
residences where bachelors can stay with food for a monthly rent of KD 35 - 50 with
2-3 people in a room.
For a single bachelor, in this current salary scenario, if you are getting a salary of around
200 KD, your monthly spending will be as follows:
Room rent: 35.000 (Sharing with other bachelors)
Food : 30.000 KD
Transport : 30.000 KD
Other expenses : 20.000 KD
Total : 115.000
Your savings : 85.000 KD (Typically will send the savings back home)
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FIG 44. Elements and materials unique to the migrant laborer’s living conditions, can be reused and reintegrated
into the project and Kuwaiti culture at a small scale due to their economical value and relatively simple yet beautiful
construction and aesthetic values.
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FIG 45. Composition collage of the elements and materials unique to the migrant laborer’s living conditions, which can be reused and reintegrated into the project and
Kuwaiti culture at a small scale due to their economical value and relatively simple yet beautiful construction and aesthetic values.

FIG 46. The diagrams to the left depict the shift in demographics living in the complex, from a family of 2 parents, 3 children
and a maid (Erickson) to a foreign labor worker/bachelor and
their different needs/new organization of space. Below are
diagrams simplifying the E-W bar condition of a typical Sawaber
housing block and multiple orientations of it.

FIG 47. The diagrams to the left are depicting different conditions of breaking apart a typical simplified Sawaber housing
block. Less space is needed since the transition between families to bachelors, so multiple units can be created. Public space
as a result can also be embraced. Different conditions explore
circulation, network of spaces, blocks, and more.
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“Kuwait is a melting pot of a lot of communities.
From North Koreans to Americans to Pinoys to
Indians to Kenyans to Samoans to Fijians... the
list is endless.”
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FIG 48. The matrix to the left is studying new typologies for connections in
the site and how small spaces could
be clustered. The organization of connections creates small and compact
spaces in plan and section, where
different programs could occupy the
existing residential complex in multiple
ways.
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FIG 49. The analysis in the first column to the left is weather
data collected from Kuwait City. Clearly, the majority of the time,
the indoor climate has to be environmentally controlled with cooling and heating systems. Therefore, the series of diagrams in
the right column depict how smaller spaces can take advantage
of natural cooling and heating elements more effectively than
larger spaces which have to be heated and cooled extensively
throughout the year mechanically.
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FIG 50. Bauman Lyons Architects bus shelter in Bradford, UK, is a prime example of integrating architecture in the urban fabric of a city by using its public
transportation. The “small” bus shelter utilizes climate issues such as wind to generate energy for heating the seats, while cultural recognitions such as color
relate back to the iconic double decker buses famous in the area.
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FIG 51. S(ch)austall is an old pig shell that has been converted, or rather skinned and repurposed, in Pfalz, Germany. FNP Architekten suggested to the client, who wanted a small space on her land to use as an exhibition, to reuse this old pig shed’s shell and insert completely new elements, with completely different structure, to embrace
“historic” architecture.
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FIG 52. Kengo Kuma is the architect of the Tea House above, which was designed in 2007 for the garden of the Museum fur Angewandte Kunst. The material is soft and light, and the smallness of it creates a community space on the
interior and a friendly exterior that is inviting to the senses.
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FIG 53. The Reading Space, shown above, was designed by Herzog and de Meuron in Jinhua Architecture Park. The space offers multiple seating areas due to its geometrical
nature, overhangs, and small spaces for retreat (window seat, treehouse, etc). The architects did not specify designated programs for the spaces, yet they naturally occured and followed the form and flow of the structure. The geometries were informed by a geometric pattern that they had used in a masterplan for a nearby city center.
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